Energy Frontier Topical Group 5 (EF05)
Precision QCD
Conveners: Michael Begel, Stefan Hoeche, Michael Schmitt
General scope: Physics with jets and jet substructure, higher-order calculations
and their impact on precision QCD physics, measurements of the strong coupling
constant and its running, measurements of quark masses, PDF fits and
PDF-sensitive measurements, W/Z(+jets) boson production, MC event generators,
...
Many overlaps with EF01, 03, 04, 06, 07 and TF and CompF topical groups
Website: https://snowmass21.org/energy/qcd
Indico category: https://indico.fnal.gov/category/1139/
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Quantum Chromo Dynamics
●

●

Firmly established as theory of strong interactions with simple Lagrangian:

Rich phenomenology
○

●

Many successful predictions
○
○

●

hadronic input to SM tests and BSM searches

QCD is not the driving force for
many future experiments, but it is
crucial for understanding them!

precision QCD is an analysis tool: e.g. studies of Higgs & top quarks
accuracy limited by both PDFs and perturbative expansion

Quantitative understanding often challenging
○
○
○

αS least well known coupling in SM
impact of non-perturbative effects on precision observables and modeling by MC simulations
what calculations & measurements needed to improve our understanding?
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Focus questions
1. What is the ultimate precision for 𝛂S and how do we achieve it?
LHC, future pp/e+e-/DIS (ep and eA), particle decays (𝜏, hadrons), lattice

2. What theoretical developments are needed to support precision
measurements of Higgs and top quark production and properties?
including electroweak corrections, threshold effects, non-perturbative, ...

3. Evaluation and interplay of uncertainties from theory and experiment
fixed-order/resummation scales, non-perturbative effects, etc.

4. Can we better quantify non-perturbative uncertainties?
cross-cutting effort between experiments, MC community & lattice QCD

5. How to include more higher-order QCD in MC event generators?
Fixed-order and parton shower development (incl EW emissions, color flow, multi-parton interactions,
rescattering, scale choices, …)

6. [Together with EF06] What is the future of PDF determination?
From the LHC, DIS, theoretical developments (NNLO, photon, pion, ...)
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EF05 Contributions Summary
Thank you all, for submitting many interesting white papers!
This overview contains only a small selection of topics
For a more comprehensive list, see the backup slides
and the original white papers on arXiv
Thanks to the authors for providing slides!
All mistakes and misinterpretations are ours…
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Summary of αS determinations

arXiv:2203.08271
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αS at LEP and projections for FCC-ee
●

All LEP values clustered around 0.1200

●

1012 hadronic Z’s at FCC-ee with
O(10 keV) accurate energy calibration
→ will provide factor 10 improved precision
○

uncertainties 0.1% level, about 3x smaller than
current theory uncertainties

○

theory uncertainties expected to decrease
~factor 4

arXiv:2203.08271

tension?
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αS at LHeC
●

LHeC at 1.3 TeV cms energy with excellent acceptance and high luminosity

●

Will provide opportunity to determine αS from inclusive DIS alone

●

Running can be tested to very high scales

arXiv:2203.08271
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αS from event shapes and EEC
●

●

Event shapes offer relatively clean probes of
pQCD, but retain sensitivity to non-perturbative
physics
●

advances in jet physics provide ways to mitigate
non-perturbative corrections

●

grooming algorithms allow us to extend perturbative
range of event shapes and related observables

Energy-energy correlators (EEC) provide
precision probes of perturbative and
non-perturbative aspects of QCD dynamics
●

used to extract the strong coupling constant and
to constrain TMD distribution functions

●

closely related energy-correlation shape variables used
to tag boosted objects

arXiv:2203.08271

arXiv:2203.07113
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Jets and jet substructure
●

Science driver: Jet substructure emerged as a key tool during the LHC era
and it will have a central role in any future collider experiment

●

Valuable tool:

●

○

for understanding the origin of jets for SM and BSM analyses

○

as a direct probe of QCD phenomena

Broad connection with rest of Snowmass:
○

strongly aligned with the Precision Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) EF05] and Beyond the
SM (BSM) Physics [EF08, EF09, EF10] topical groups of the Energy Frontier

○

connections to other efforts in QCD and strong interactions (Hadronic Structure [EF06], Heavy
Ions [EF07], 3rd generation quarks [EF03]) as well as in EW Physics

○

intimately connected with efforts in the Theory Frontier (e.g. EFT, Collider phenomenology)
and Instrumentation Frontier (e.g. Solid State Detectors, Trigger, Calorimetry), Computational
Frontier (e.g. Algorithms, Theory, Machine Learning, User Analysis, Quantum Computing)

arXiv:2203.07462
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Jets and jet substructure
●

●

Many interesting jet substructure signatures
○

from jets originating from SM particles (q,g,W,Z,t,H) to background mitigation from pileup and
other experimental effects

○

novel signatures such as displaced (“dark”) jets, photon jets, and delayed jets

Theoretical advances and improvements in MC modeling of QCD radiation
have been essential in the past decades of jet substructure development
○

further improvements include tuning of simulations, improved accuracy of calculations, and
applications of machine learning and artificial intelligence to our theoretical understanding

○

continued advances in new observables and machine learning benefits greatly from theory
and experiment exchange of ideas and collaboration

arXiv:2203.07462
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Jets and jet substructure
●

●

Future collider environments and challenges for jet substructure:
○

electron-positron: requires very high precision understand of QCD to maximize relatively
cleaner environments; less emphasis on high-momentum boosted objects

○

muon collider: higher possible collider energies on par with LHC; experimental environment
in beam backgrounds require novel noise removal techniques similar to pileup mitigation
techniques at hadron colliders

○

high-energy hadron collider: requires more granular detectors at larger boosts; higher
expected pileup means advances in timing detectors and algorithmic development

Key role in any future collider → breeding ground for innovation
○

many examples given in white paper

○

support for this interdisciplinary work has been key, e.g. theory and experiment, detector
design and physics, computer scientists and physicists

arXiv:2203.07462
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Fragmentation functions and hadronization
●

●

●

Unique access to non-perturbative aspects of QCD
○

similar in nature to PDFs, but not (yet) amenable to lattice calculations

○

MC event generators need tuning → important for discovery physics, jet substructure, EIC …

○

correlations (flavor, spin, kinematics) essential for advancement at LHC and EIC

Belle II can provide unique and crucial data
○

di-hadron fragmentation functions

○

leading hadron correlations —- akin to dijet differential cross sections

○

MC tuning based mainly on LEP data. Belle II data at lower sqrt(s) provides “lever arm”
for checking extrapolation across wide energy ranges

Integrated approach with theorists is very important
○

new theoretical developments provide the basis for e.g. leading hadron correlations

○

dynamical generation of mass (partons become hadrons) — behavior wrt formation time

to be submitted
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ATLAS / CMS at the HL-LHC
●

HL-LHC will continue to produce amazing precision measurements that
inform our understanding of QCD for decades to come
○

QCD not driving force for many future experiments, but it is crucial for understanding them!
inclusive jet

ATLAS/CMS

direct photon

Δɸ in tt̅ events
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Forward Physics Facility at the HL-LHC
●

Proposed underground facility ~620 m from
ATLAS interaction point

●

High energy neutrino fluxes for DIS

●

○

approx. 106 neutrino interactions with energies up
to a few TeV

○

new regions of phase space in forward hadron
production probing both large-x and small-x

○

nuclear structure functions, PDF

Complementary to EIC
○

neutrino vs charged lepton DIS

arXiv:2109.10905
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Theoretical and modeling advances
●

●

Advances in QCD rely heavily on improvements in theoretical calculations
○

significant activity in Theory Frontier

○

several topics require interplay between theory
and experiment, e.g., ɑS, jet substructure, PDFs

No experimental advances without further
developments in MC generators
○

improvements in generation efficiency
→ ‘Big Data’ event production needed for colliders

○

inclusion of higher-order calculations

arXiv:2109.10905

arXiv:2203.11110
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Summary
●

●

●

QCD is an active and vibrant area of physics with significant recent progress
in both theoretical approaches and experimental measurements
○

higher-order calculations compared against precise data

○

innovative techniques taking advantage of the latest tools and technology
(e.g., lattice, simulations, machine learning)

Much remains to be learned from HL-LHC and EIC
○

important and unique results will continue to come out

○

these results will inform our understanding for decades

QCD will not drive choice of next accelerator
○

but it will impact its utility and detector requirements
running of b-quark mass
extracted from H→bb

Thanks for all the great inputs!
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Backup Slides
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Some Relevant Submitted Contributions for EF05
●

Forward Physics
○
○
○

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

The Forward Physics Facility at the High-Luminosity LHC
The Forward Physics Facility: Sites, Experiments, and Physics Potential
White Paper on Forward Physics, BFKL, Saturation Physics and Diffraction

Event Generators for High-Energy Physics Experiments
Some aspects of impact of the Electron Ion Collider on particle physics at the Energy Frontier
Proton structure at the precision frontier
The Future Circular Collider: a Summary for the US 2021 Snowmass Process
Strategies for Beam-Induced Background Reduction at Muon Colliders
Physics with the Phase-2 ATLAS and CMS Detectors
Jets and Jet Substructure at Future Colliders
The strong coupling constant: State of the art and the decade ahead
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Future e-p colliders – LHeC

D. Britzger for the LHeC study group
J.Phys.G 48 (2021) 110501 [arXiv:2007.14491]
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αS from lattice QCD: Quarkonium correlators
3-flavor lattice calculations with HISQ action are available at several heavy quark masses enabling to test perturbative errors
and non-perturbative effects as well as the continuum extrapolation:

P. Petreczky, J.H. Weber, Eur. Phys. J. C 82 (2022) 1, 64

Consistent with the previous calculations by HPQCD collaboration. The reliability of the calculations can be improved by
considering additional heavy quark masses.
21

αS from lattice QCD: Static energy & force
Comparing 2+1 lattice data on the QCD static energy or the free energy at short QQbar distance with high
order perturbation theory (NNNLO) in the effective field theory (pNRQCD) we get:

From the static energy:

A.

From the free energy

Bazavov, N. Brambilla, X. Garcia, P. Petreczky, J. Soto, A. Vairo, J. Weber, PRD 100 (2019) 11, 114511
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αS from MSHT analyses

Thomas Cridge (University College London)

●

Used MSHT20 PDFs to extract αS (MZ2) best fit value, then utilised dynamical tolerance
procedure to determine its uncertainty à la PDF uncertainty, including PDF correlations.

●
●

Also examined PDF-αS correlations, PDF+αS uncertainties on xsecs, and heavy quark masses.
See our paper arXiv:2106.10289 for
24
All PDF sets publicly available on LHAPDF, including global fit ∆χ2.
more details.
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αS from jet data in DIS

D. Britzger for the H1&NNLOJET collaborations
and for the NNLOJET+APPlfast group
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αS from Z pT distributions

arXiv:2203.05394

Stefano Camarda (CERN)

●
●
●
●
●

αS(mZ) from the CDF pT(Z) distribution in the Sudakov region
pT < 30 GeV: αS = 0.1185 +0.0014 –0.0015
Conservative approach for PDF uncertainties, including
envelope of 6 different PDF sets
Observable not included in PDF fits, therefore avoiding any
issue of correlation with existing PDF sets
First N3LO determination at hadron colliders
First determination using QCD resummed theory predictions
based on a semi-inclusive observable at hadron-hadron
colliders
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Fixed order pQCD predictions for cross section ratios R
L. Sawyer, C. Waits, M. Wobisch

Standard Method:

●
●

arXiv:2112.01449

vs. exact fixed-order for R:

Sometimes both agree
But sometimes they disagree

Both methods:

Equally valid representations
of the fixed-order pQCD result

So: differences should be considered as uncertainty

●
●

Use to get a better estimate on possible missing higher-order corrections
Helpful for identifying robust measurable ratio-quantities for future αS determinations
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αS from jet Xsec ratios: energy range for the RGE test and PDF sensitivity
Bogdan Malaescu (LPNHE, CNRS)

●
●

Observables like R3/2, RΔΦ and (A)TEEC non-trivial due to events that are not back-to-back dijets:
sensitivity to αS originates from probability of emission of extra radiation (3rd jet etc.)
Relevant scale for RGE test related to pT,3 (low), not to event-level observables (e.g. pTlead. jet, pT(all jets),
(pT,1+pT,2 )/2, HT/2 )
ATLAS
CMS
CMS
CMS

ATLAS
ATLAS

●

PDF uncertainties non-negligible for (αS from) cross-section ratio measurements & (A)TEEC:
- probability of extra radiation sensitive to the type of partons in the initial state
- both αS & PDF sensitivities of the observables reduced for ratios: both relevant for the αS evaluation
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Constraining the Hadronic Vacuum Polarization
contribution to g-2 at Belle II
●

HVP is the leading theoretical uncertainty on g-2

●

Discovery potential for new physics from g-2 experiment is
dependent on progress on HVP

●

Leading uncertainty come from measurements of e+e→hadrons, in particular from pi+pi- channel around rho
and omega resonances

●

Currently large systematics and disagreement between
KLOE and BaBar measurement

●

Belle II measurement needed to resolve tension

●

Large dataset of Belle II opens new possibilities to reduce
systematics

Illustration of discrepancy
Between KLOE and BaBar
From JHEP 03,173 (2018)
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Energy energy correlators
●

Energy-energy correlators (EEC) are precision probes of the
perturbative and non-perturbative aspects of QCD dynamics.
They can be used to extract the strong coupling constant and
to constrain TMD distribution functions.

Predictions for the TEEC distribution at the highest lepton and
proton energies at the Electron-Ion Collider at NNLL+NLO with
non-perturbative corrections

●

Closely related energy-correlation shape variables have also
been used to tag boosted objects produced in high energy
collisions.

The resummed TEEC distribution matched to fixed order at both
NLL+LO and NNLL+NLO at C.M energy of 13 TeV at the LHC

arXiv:2203.07113

Regions of interest in the energy-energy correlations inside jets
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Forward Physics Facility
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Forward Physics Facility
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Fragmentation Functions / Hadronization
●

e+e- annihilation Belle II will probe dynamics of hadronization
○

○
○
○

○

●

Extraction of Fragmentation Functions of final states with additional degrees of freedom (compared
to available FFs) needed as tools to extract nucleon structure from EIC and JLab
○ E.g. to disentangle twist3 effects (quark-gluon correlations) (e.g. PRL126 (2021) 152501)
○

●

Explore transition from jets to hadrons →boundaries of perturbative QCD
Vacuum energy loss
Probe of TMD framework at N3LL

Dynamical mass generation with polarized beams
○

●

To extract precision FFs

Precision Jet Studies at Belle II energies will access an unexplored phase space
○
○
○

●

Measurement full kinematic dependence of di-hadron correlations
■
Compare with factorized models and polarized string models
■
Full kinematic dependence needed to reduce model dependence and access dynamics⇒needs
Belle II luminosity
Polarized final states (e.g. hyperons) to access spin-orbit correlations
Polarization dependence of hadronization in back-to-back correlations
Event shapes, Correlations of strangeness, baryon number to tune MCs
■
Needed (in addition to LEP) for energy lever arm⇒confidence in extrapolation to LHC
■
Needed for systematic studies of BSM discovery channels
Leading particle correlations to explore hadronization dynamics in string models

The “QCD Higgs effect”

More precision QCD studies
○

Energy-energy-correlations (see separate whitepaper)
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